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Abstract—We present a unified framework to track multiple people, as well localize and label their activities, in complex long-duration video sequences. To do this, we focus on two aspects - the influence of tracks on the activities performed by the corresponding actors and the structural relationships across activities. We propose a two-level hierarchical graphical model which learns the relationship between tracks, relationship between tracks and their corresponding activity segments, as well as the spatiotemporal relationships across activity segments. Contextual relationships between tracks and activity segments are exploited at both the levels in the hierarchy for increased robustness. An L1-regularized structure learning approach is proposed for this purpose. While it is well known that availability of the labels and locations of activities can help in determining tracks more accurately and vice-versa, most current approaches have dealt with these problems separately. Inspired by research in the area of biological vision, we propose a bi-directional approach that integrates both bottom-up and top-down processing, i.e., bottom-up recognition of activities using computed tracks and top-down computation of tracks using the obtained recognition. We demonstrate our results on the recent and publicly available UCLA and VIRAT datasets consisting of realistic indoor and outdoor surveillance sequences.

I. INTRODUCTION

A continuous video consists of two inter-related components: 1) tracks of the persons in the video and 2) localization and labels of the activities of interest performed by these actors. Activity analysis of continuous videos involves solving both the tracking as well as recognition problems. In the past, most research on video analysis has treated these two problems separately. However, in the context of continuous videos, such as surveillance or sports videos, the solution to one problem can help in finding the solution to the other. Knowing the tracks can help in better detection and recognition of activities. Similarly, information about the location and labels of activities in a scene can help in determining the movement of people in the scene. Therefore, we propose a method which performs the two tasks in an integrated framework, modeling contextual relationships between tracks as well as activities using graphical models.

Research in the area of biological vision has shown that, the human visual system employs bi-directional (top-down as well as bottom-up) reasoning in analyzing and interpreting data of multiple resolutions [23]. This has been found to be particularly helpful in correcting errors due to false detections or noise. Applying these concepts to the analysis of continuous videos, we consider the task of obtaining recognition scores using tracks as a bottom-up (or feedforward) approach, while the task of correcting tracks using obtained recognition labels is treated as top-down (or feedback) processing. We alternate between both these steps resulting in a bi-directional algorithm that can help in increasing the accuracy of both these tasks.

The main contribution of our work is to propose a framework for simultaneous tracking, localization and labeling of activities in continuous videos, by integrating bottom-up and top-down processing along with automatic structure learning. Our approach can handle a varying number of actors and activities. In order to achieve this, we propose the following steps:

1) In the feedforward processing, the tracks are used to detect regions in the video where interesting activities are taking place. The activities in these detected regions are then recognized. The lower level nodes of the hierarchical graphical model captures relationships across tracklets, while the higher level nodes capture information across activities, also known as inter-activity context.

2) The detection and recognition of activities is carried out simultaneously using a 2-stage hierarchical Markov random field (HMRF) with L1-regularized structure learning approach.

Fig. 1. Figure demonstrates the bi-directional processing of videos for integrated tracking and activity recognition. The bottom-up (or feedforward) processing involves detection and recognition using an initial set of tracks along with low level features and spatiotemporal context between activities. The top-down (or feedback) processing involves correcting the tracklet associations using the obtained labels.
learning. We show that the structure learnt is sparse, and thus captures the most critical contextual information.  

3) We use a bi-directional processing framework for learning the tracks and activities. The tracks computed in the previous step influence the structure of the hierarchical model and thereby the activities recognized. These activities are in-turn used to correct the tracks. We alternate between these two steps to arrive at the final solution for both these tasks. An illustration of the bi-directional computational framework in a continuous video is shown in Figure 1.

A. Overview

The illustration of our proposed method is shown in Figure 2. We have available a set of annotated training data with labeled tracks and activities, and a test video, for which the tracks as well as activities need to be discovered. We assume that we have with us a set of tracklets, which denote short duration segments of tracks which are assumed to be accurate. For the test video, it is assumed that each tracklet belongs to a single activity.

Pre-processing consists of computing tracklets and computing low level features such as space-time interest points in the region around these tracklets. Tracking involves association of one or more tracklets to tracks. Activity localization can now be defined as a grouping of tracklets into activity segments and recognition can be defined as the task of labeling these activity segments.

To begin with, we generate a set of match hypotheses for tracklet association and a likely set of tracks. An observation potential is computed for each tracklet using the features computed at the tracklet. Tracklets are grouped into activity segments using a standard baseline classifier such as multiclass SVM or motion segmentation.

Next, we construct a two-level Markov random field using the tracklets and activity segments. The first level nodes correspond to the tracklets and the second level nodes correspond to the activity segments. One or more tracklets can correspond to the same activity segment. Edges model relationships between nodes of the same level as well as nodes at different levels.

This structure incorporates the context information between adjacent tracklets as well as across activity segments.

The dense HMRF has edges connecting each node to all other nodes within a certain spatiotemporal range. This gives us the initial graph on which we perform the learning and recognition.

The node features and edge features for the potential functions are computed from the training data. There are two tasks to be performed on the graph - choosing an appropriate structure and learning the parameters of the graph. Both these steps can be performed simultaneously by posing the parameter learning as an L1-regularized optimization. The sparsity constraint on the HMRF ensures that the resulting parameters are sparse. The parameters which are set to zero denote the edges which have been deleted from the graph. The non-zero parameters denote the parameters of edges retained after automatic structure discovery.

Inference on this graph provides the posterior probabilities for all nodes using information available at two resolutions. The activity labels are used in a top-down fashion to recompute the tracks. Activity segmentation on the recomputed tracks gives us a new set of nodes on which structure learning and inference is then repeated. Convergence is said to be achieved when the node labels and tracks do not change from one iteration to the next.

The output of the algorithm is a set of tracks, segments and the labels assigned to each segment.

II. RELATED WORK

Reviews of related work in tracking and recognition can be found in [27][28]. We focus only on those that consider the problem of simultaneous localization and recognition. Simultaneous localization and classification of scenes in broadcast programs has been researched in the past in [25] but these scenes have distinctive breaks unlike continuous activity sequences. Localization and classification of single-person activities with distinctive breaks was performed in [9]. Activity localization and labeling of single person activities was also demonstrated in [5] but the system used concatenated short duration sequences which lack contextual information. We perform localization and classification on multi-person sequences in continuous videos and also explore the integration of tracking into the framework.

Simultaneous activity recognition and tracking has been studied in the context of interacting objects. The relations between interacting targets obtained from activity recognition is used in the tracking process using a relational dynamic Bayesian network in [24]. Simultaneous recognition of a collective activity and tracking of the multiple targets involved is performed in [6]. However, these only deal with the motion relations between interacting persons and not across activities of the same person. They also do not look into the bi-directional processing in an EM framework.

Graphical models are commonly used to encode relationships in video analysis. Stochastic and context free grammars have been used to model complex activities in [19]. Variable length Hidden Markov models are used to identify activities.
with high amount of intra class variabilities in [26]. Co-occurring activities and their dependencies have been studied in [11]. In our work, we propose a hierarchical Markov random field framework which can handle varying number of actors and activities for the task of activity localization and recognition.

Spatio-temporal relationships have played an important role in the recognition of complex activities. Methods such as [20] and [30] explore spatio-temporal relationships at a feature level. Complex activities were represented as spatio-temporal graphs representing multi-scale video segments and their hierarchical relationships in [3]. The authors in [32] utilize context for recognition. These papers do not explore integration of higher and lower level representations. The authors in [16] and [12] explore relationships between simultaneous individual actions in a group activity but we consider the more general case where activities need not be directed towards having a collective objective. We also improve the tracks based on the recognition scores.

In applications such as activity recognition, the structure of the graph is difficult to determine. Prior approaches have either used fixed graphical models such as in [7], [16] or built graphs of known structures such as and-or graphs [18]. Recent approaches such as [32] have tackled this problem by using a greedy forward search to determine the best possible graph, thereby making the learning and inference very intensive. We learn an optimal set of structural relationships along with the parameters automatically in an L1-regularized learning framework. The L1-regularization ensures that a graph contains a sparse set of edges which most commonly represent the contextual dependencies between nodes.

### III. Hierarchical MRF (HMRF) Model

Consider a video to consist of a set of \( p \) tracklets resulting in tracks \( T \). The tracklets can be grouped into a set of \( q \) activity segments along the tracks. We design a 2-level hierarchical MRF with nodes \( X = X_t \cup X_a \), where the lower level nodes \( X_t = \{x_{t_1}, x_{t_2}, \ldots, x_{t_t}\} \) correspond to tracklets and the higher level nodes \( X_a = \{x_{a_1}, x_{a_2}, \ldots, x_{a_q}\} \) correspond to activity segments. The set of observed features obtained for a node \( x_i \) is denoted as \( y_i \). There are three kinds of edges in the graph: edges connecting adjacent tracklets which belong to a valid track hypothesis, edges connecting tracklets to their corresponding activity segments, and edges connecting activity segments which are within a specified spatiotemporal distance of each other. A typical HMRF constructed over a continuous video is shown in Figure 3.

The overall energy function of the HMRF is given by

\[
E(X_t, X_a, T) = \frac{1}{Z} \exp(-\Psi(X_a, X_t, T)),
\]

where \( \psi_a(.) \) is the observation potential computed over both levels, \( \psi_a(.) \) is the association potential, \( \psi_c(.) \) is the consistency potential and \( \psi_{st}(.) \) is the spatiotemporal context potential of the HMRF. Here, \( w_a \) is the model parameter for the observation potentials and \( w_a \), \( w_c \) and \( w_{st} \) are the corresponding model parameters for the edges of the graphical model, represented using similar superscripts. It is to be noted that for a multi-state model such as in this case, with the nodes taking \( n \) states, each edge parameter is a matrix of \( n^2 \) elements.

#### A. Computation of Potential Functions of HMRF

We will now describe the four kinds of potential functions mentioned above in detail.

1) **Observation Potential**: Each node of the graph (lower or higher level) is associated with an observation potential. At the lower level the observation potential is obtained from the image features associated with the tracklet corresponding to the node, while at the higher level, it is obtained from the image features of all the tracklets that link to the higher level node. Here, we utilize space-time interest points [2] as well as object attributes to learn a multi-class SVM classifier in a Bag-of-Words formulation. This is also referred to as the baseline classifier. The observation potential of a node \( x_i \) is therefore defined as

\[
\psi_a(x_i, y_i) = -\log(P(x_i = c|y_i)),
\]

where \( \psi_a \) is the observation potential for a node \( x_i \) (tracklet or activity segment) and \( y_i \) is its observed feature descriptor. It is to be noted that any other set of features or algorithms can also be used for the baseline classifiers.
2) Association Potential: The association potential is defined on the edges connecting tracklets which are hypothesized to be associated with each other. The association potential models the likelihood of association of two tracklets by measuring the compatibility of activities taking place in the two tracklets. The association potential for two tracklets belonging to activity class $c_a$ and $c_b$ is given by

$$\psi_a(x_{t_1}, x_{t_2}) = I(x_{t_1}, x_{t_2}),$$

where $I(a, b)$ is an indicator function which returns 1 if the features belonging to tracklet $a$ and the features belonging to the class $b$ map to the same activity label and 0 otherwise.

3) Consistency Potential: The consistency potential is defined on the edges connecting tracklets to their corresponding activity segments. This potential function models the compatibility in the hierarchy between the lower level nodes and the higher level nodes which contain the same spatio-temporal region. The consistency potential is given by

$$\psi_c(x_{t_1}, x_{a_j}) = \exp(-k_{ij}I(x_{t_1}, x_{a_j})),$$

where $k_{ij}$ is the difference in the observation potentials of $x_{t_1}$ and $x_{a_j}$. $I(.)$ is the indicator function which returns 1 if a tracklet belongs to the same activity class as the activity segment to which it corresponds and 0 otherwise.

4) Spatio-temporal Context Potential: The spatio-temporal context potential is defined on edges connecting the action segments in the graph. Actions which are within a spatio-temporal distance of each other are assumed to be related to each other. There are three components to this potential: the spatial component, the temporal component and the frequency component.

The spatial and temporal components are modeled as normal distributions whose parameters $\mu_s, \sigma_s, \mu_t$ and $\sigma_t$ are computed using the training data. The spatial and temporal centroid of $x_{a_i}$ and $x_{a_j}$ is given by $(s_i, t_i)$ and $(s_j, t_j)$. The spatial component models the probability of an activity belonging to a particular category given its spatial configuration with its neighbor. The spatial potential is defined as

$$\psi_s(x_{a_i}, x_{a_j}) = N_{sd}(||s_i - s_j||^2; \mu_s(c_i, c_j), \sigma_s(c_i, c_j)).$$

Similarly, the temporal component models the probability of an activity belonging to a particular category given its temporal distance with its neighbor. The temporal potential is defined as

$$\psi_t(x_{a_i}, x_{a_j}) = N_{td}(||t_i - t_j||^2; \mu_t(c_i, c_j), \sigma_t(c_i, c_j)).$$

where $\mu_s(c_i, c_j), \sigma_s(c_i, c_j), \mu_t(c_i, c_j)$ and $\sigma_t(c_i, c_j)$ are the parameters of the distribution of relative spatial and temporal positions of the activities, given their categories.

The frequency component is the probability of two activities being within a pre-defined spatio-temporal vicinity of each other. The association probability $F(s_i, a_j)$ is computed as a ratio of the number of times an activity category $c_j$ has occurred in the vicinity of activity category $c_i$ to the total number of times the category $c_i$ has occurred. Therefore, the spatio-temporal potential is given by

$$\psi_{st}(x_{a_i}, x_{a_j}) = F(a_i, a_j)\psi_s(x_{a_i}, x_{a_j})\psi_t(x_{a_i}, x_{a_j}).$$

B. Structure Discovery using L1-regularized parameter learning

1) Motivation for automatic structure discovery: For the model described above, learning involves determining two factors - the structure of the model, i.e. learning the edges of the graph, and learning the parameters of the model corresponding to this structure.

The effectiveness of a graphical model depends on the structure as well as the parameters chosen for the model. In the case of unconstrained videos such as surveillance videos, the graph structure varies with the number of people and activities in the video. Prior approaches such as [16] have fixed the graph apriori or used dense graphs as an alternative. The disadvantage of a dense graph is that the number of parameters to be estimated in the model grows exponentially with the number of edges. This makes the computation of parameters statistically inefficient and the model inaccurate. In addition, it may not be practical to fix the graph in some applications.

Sparsity has widely been used in different applications where it is advantageous to have a small set of parameters that effectively model the data. In continuous videos with a variable number of activities and people, the total number of possible contextual relationships can be exponential in the number of activities. However, in reality, the number of activities which are actually related to each tends to be a small subset of all possible relationships. For example, two people in the scene may be acting independently and may not influence actions performed by each other. Similarly, a preceding action may provide sufficient context to the next action, while the other relationships may not be as significant. Therefore, by learning a sparse set of parameters, and in turn a sparse graph, we can effectively retain those contextual relationships which tend to influence the recognition scores to a greater extent, while also reducing the computational complexity involved in solving a dense graph.

L1-regularized learning is a useful tool to select a sparse set of features which represent a particular data. Different methods of sparse dictionary learning such as deep Boltzmann machines [21], stacked auto-encoders and sparse coders [13] have been used to represent image data in the context of object recognition. These concepts have been extended to video data in approaches such as 3D convolutional neural networks [10] and independent subspace analysis [14]. Such approaches have demonstrated competitive performances in classification. However, most computer vision approaches which have used L1-regularized optimization have only explored sparsity in feature representation and not in structure representation. In this section, we show how to extend the concept of sparse feature learning to estimating a sparse set of relationships between events in continuous videos. Here, we perform a simultaneous learning of the structure and parameters of the model using an L1-regularized learning.

2) Standard L1-regularization of parameters: The graphical model consists of a set of potentials and a set of parameters. As described in Equation 2, there are three kinds of parameters described on the edges of the graph - $w_s$, $w_c$ and $w_{st}$. The overall parameter vector of the model is...
therefore formed by concatenating the weight vectors of all the potential functions, given by \( w = [w_0^T, w_c^T, w_{st}^T]^T \). We begin by computing the potential functions on a densely connected graphical model. While we could use a fully connected graphical model, here, we assume that nodes within a specified spatiotemporal distance can influence each other contextually. Therefore, we build a graph where every node is connected to all nodes within a specified spatiotemporal distance. The structure discovery using L1-regularization of parameters is carried out as given below.

We wish to learn the structure of a sparsely connected graph, which represents the contextual relationships in the data. We propose to do this by an setting a sparsity condition on the parameters. A sparse set of parameters also results in a sparse set of edges, since setting a parameter to zero sets the corresponding potentials of the energy function to 1. We also set a sparsity constraint on the node parameters for effective feature coding. The non-zero node parameters would specify the sparse node features which are chosen to model the activities. The non-zero edge parameters would specify the edges which encode important contextual information between activities. This is done by imposing a restriction on the L1-norm of the parameter vector. For a set of \( m \) training instances and \( n \) nodes in the graph, the L1-regularized learning problem can be given by

\[
F = \min_w - \sum_{k=1}^{m} \sum_{i=1}^{n} [w_o \psi_o(x_o, y_o) + \sum_{j \in N(i)} w_{ij} \psi_c(x_i, x_j)] + m \log Z(w) + \lambda \|w\|_1
\]  
(9)

Here, \( \lambda \) is the regularization parameter which decides the sparsity of the resultant solution. This poses the structure learning as an optimization problem. This is a useful formulation for learning the graphical model since it does not impose any constraint on the structure and is also much faster than the search based method of edge addition/deletion.

3) Group L1-regularization of parameters: In the above formulation, each node can take as many states as the number of meaningful activities in the data. For multi-state nodes representing \( n \) activities, the potential function can take \( n^2 \) values for each edge. Each edge is therefore represented by an edge parameter \( w \) which is composed of a matrix of \( n^2 \) elements, given by \( w_{ij} \), where \( i, j \in \{1, 2, ..., n\} \).

We want to learn the edges of a graphical model, each edge parameter representing the joint distribution of a node given the neighbor. The edge is reduced to zero only if all elements of the edge are set to zero. This is achieved by the L2-regularization of the \( n^2 \) elements over each edge. However, each non-zero edge in this case tends to have all parameters set to non-zero elements. To introduce sparsity for the elements of the non-zero edges, we introduce the L1-regularization over this function. This leads us to the group L1-regularization, which is defined as the L1-regularization of L2-norm of \( w \). Since there are three kinds of edge potentials in the graph, we form three regularization factors for the three sets of edges with the flexibility to choose three different regularization parameters.

The optimization function therefore reduces to

\[
F = \min_w - \sum_{k=1}^{m} \sum_{i=1}^{n} [w_o \psi_o(x_o, y_o) + \sum_{j \in N(i)} w_{ij} \psi_c(x_i, x_j)] + m \log Z(w) + \lambda_c \sum_{i \in E_c} \sum_{j \in N(i)} \|w_c\|_2 + \lambda_a \sum_{i \in E_a} \sum_{j \in N(i)} \|w_a\|_2 + \lambda_{st} \sum_{i \in E_{st}} \sum_{j \in N(i)} \|w_{st}\|_2
\]  
(10)

This function can be viewed as a sum of a differentiable convex function and a convex regularizer. We solve this using the Barzilai-Borwein spectral projection method [22]. This method views the equation as a constrained optimization problem, with a series of group constraints. In the group regularization, the constraint given in the form of \( \sum_g \lambda_g w_g \), replaces the non-differentiable regularizer with a linear function. The function is solved using a variant of the projected-gradient method with a variable step size. Therefore, we now have a smooth optimization problem over a convex set.

The spectral projection method solves for the parameters in an iterative manner. In each iteration, the value of the parameters is changed in the direction of the projection of the current values on the function space, i.e.,

\[
w_{k+1} = P_f(w_k - \alpha \nabla F(w_k)),
\]  
(11)

where \( P_f \) represents a Euclidean projection and \( \alpha \) is the step size. For details of the spectral projection method, please refer [22]. The final solution introduces sparsity for the edges of the graph using the L1 constraint on the groups, as well as within each group by minimizing the total number of parameters.

IV. INFERENCE ON THE HMRF

Given an initial set of tracks, activity labels are obtained by inference on the HMRF using the learned parameters. Inference on a graphical model involves computing the marginal probabilities of the hidden or unknown variables given an evidence or an observed set of variables. There are two steps in our inference algorithm which are alternated in an EM framework to obtain the solution to the tracking and activity recognition problems. Using a set of pre-computed tracks, we obtain a set of activity labels in a bottom-up inference strategy. Next, using the obtained activities, tracks are re-computed in a top-down processing. These steps are explained in detail below.

A. Bottom-up Inference: From tracks to activities

Inference is the task of estimating labels of activities using the computed parameters. Due to the loopy nature of the graph, an exact solution is intractable. We consider an approximate objective to solve this optimization. A pseudo-likelihood function is computed by replacing the likelihood with univariate conditionals. A grouping of consecutive actions taking the same activity labels gives activity regions. Output of the algorithm is the labels of activities and the structure of the graphical model.
We choose the belief propagation method for inference on the graph. All nodes are updated based on the messages from their neighbors. Consider a node \( x_i \in V \) with a neighborhood \( N(x_i) \). The message \( m_{x_i,x_j}(x_j) \) sent by a node \( x_i \in V \) to its neighbor \( x_j \in V \), \((x_i, x_j) \in E \) can be given as

\[
m_{x_i,x_j}(x_j) = \alpha \int_{x_i} \Psi(x_i, x_j) \psi_i(x_i, y_i) \prod_{x_k \in N(x_i)} m_{x_k,x_i}(x_i) \, dx_i
\] (12)

Here \( \Psi(x_i, x_j) \) is taken as the association, consistency or spatiotemporal potential depending on the level of the nodes which it connects. We solve the inference problem starting with the lower level nodes and propagate the message to the higher level nodes. The marginal distribution of each activity region is given by

\[
p(x_i) = \alpha \psi_i(x_i, y_i) \prod_{x_j \in N(x_i)} m_{x_j,x_i}(x_i)
\] (13)

The spatio-temporal region is said to belong to that category which has the highest marginal probability.

We use the loopy belief propagation algorithm due to its proven excellent empirical performance [15]. However, other variational inference methods such as the mean-field approximation can also be used for inference.

B. Top-down Inference: From activities to tracks

Tracks are to be formed by associating non-overlapping tracklets. Knowledge about the activities a person conducts in a given time interval can help in estimating his position and thereby the tracklet association. Therefore, in addition to the cost due to feature similarities, the compatibility of two tracklets given the activities that are being performed by the actor in the spatiotemporal region represented by the tracklets, given by the association potential, is utilized in the tracklet association algorithm.

The tracklet association is posed as a min-cost network problem as given in [29]. For a set of tracklets \( t_1, t_2, ..., t_n \), a set of \( m \) tracks \( T_1, T_2, ..., T_m \) are to be identified, such that, each track contains one or more tracklets. This can be accomplished by finding a set of \( m \) possible paths between two tracklets \( t_i \) and \( t_j \), given by \( h_{ij}^1, h_{ij}^2, ..., h_{ij}^m \) known as the match hypotheses. Each hypothesis is associated with a cost of matching, given by \( d_{h_{ij}} \). The tracks are defined as a matching function \( T(f) \) of a set of binary flow variables \( f \), estimated as

\[
\hat{f} = \arg\min_{f} P(f, X_t) = \arg\min_{f} \sum_i d_{en} f_{en,i} + \sum_i d_{ex} f_{i,ex} + \sum_{ij} d_{ij} f_{ij} + \sum_{ij} \sum_{c_i,c_j} w_{ij}^{c_i,c_j} \psi_i(x_i, y_i) f_{ij}
\] (14)

Here, \( f \) represents the set of binary flow variables indicating whether the tracklet \( i \) is an entry point \( f_{i, en} \) of a track, exit point \( f_{i, ex} \) of a track or a transition \( f_{ij} \) to another tracklet. Therefore, \( f_{en,i}, f_{ex,i}, f_{ij} \in \{0, 1\} \). Every node can either be an entry node, an exit node, or be associated with a neighboring tracklet \( j \). Therefore, \( f_{en,i} + \sum_j f_{ij} = 1 \). For a set of tracklets \( t_1, t_2, ..., t_n \), the cost due to feature similarities, the compatibility of two tracklets based on image or motion similarities. This matching cost is given as a weighted combination of distance between the color histograms of the tracklets and the spatiotemporal distance between them. The fourth term models the association cost of two tracklets \( t_i \) and \( t_j \) performing actions \( c_i \) and \( c_j \) and models the compatibility between activities performed by the tracklets. This term integrates the information from the higher-level activity nodes to the inference of tracks.

The match hypotheses for a set of tracklets can be found using the K-shortest path algorithm [6]. An initial set of tracks are computed using just the binary constraints. Activity segmentation is conducted on these set of tracks by running a baseline classifier on the tracklets and grouping adjacent tracklets of a track belonging to the same activity into a single activity segment. The HMRF is constructed on these tracklets and activity segments. Using the obtained labels from recognition, the cost matrix is updated and the tracks are recomputed. The algorithm is repeated with the modified tracks.

C. Bi-directional processing for tracking and activity recognition

As explained in Section III, the activity labels of the HMRF can be obtained by maximizing the energy function \( E(X_t, X_a, T) \) in Equation 2, or in other words, minimizing \( \Psi(X_t, X_a, T) \), i.e.

\[
\hat{X} = \arg\max_{X_t, X_a} E(X_t, X_a, T) = \arg\min_{X} \Psi(X_t, X_a, T)
\] (15)

This is dependent on knowing the tracks \( T \) which are used to compute the nodes and edges of the graph as seen from Equation 2. Alternately, the track association problem utilizes the association potential which requires the activity labels assigned to the tracklets as can be seen from Equation 14. We can see that both \( X \) and \( T \) are dependent on each other. We propose to solve the tracking and activity recognition problems simultaneously. Since both \( X \) and \( T \) are unknown, this can be solved as an expectation maximization problem by iterating between two steps.

E-Step: The expectation step computes the conditional expectation of the node labels \( X^{(p)} \) given the parameters of the HMRF and the current estimation of the tracks given by \( f^{(p)} \). This can be shown to be obtained as the posterior probabilities of the graphical model given by \( X^{(p)} = \arg\min_{X} \Psi(X_t, X_a, T(f^{(p)})) \). This can be solved as described in Section IV-A.

Maximization Step: The maximization step revises the flow parameters given the current node labels. We recompute the
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for integrated tracking, localization and labeling of activities in a test sequence using HMRF.

**Input:** \( S_R = \{V_1 \ldots V_{NR}\} \) Set of training videos containing activity annotations

A continuous test video containing one or more activities.

**Output:** Labels of activities \( \{x_{a1} \ldots x_{aN}\} \) and tracks \( T_1 \ldots T_k \).

**Training:** Train baseline classifiers \( c_1 \ldots c_N \) for \( N \) activities and model the association potential \( \psi_a(x_{t1}, x_{t2}) \), consistency potential \( \psi_c(x_{t1}, x_{t2}) \) and spatio-temporal potential \( \psi_{st}(x_{t1}, x_{t2}) \) between all pairs of activities using annotated training videos. Train model parameters \( w \).

**Initialization:** Generate hypotheses on tracklets and get an initial estimates of tracks \( f(1) \).

**Testing:**
1. Tracklets form the lower level node \( \{x_{t1}, x_{t2} \ldots x_{tn}\} \). Run baseline classifiers to compute labels \( l_{ad} \) for all nodes and initial activity segmentation using current tracks \( \{x_{a1}, x_{a2} \ldots x_{an}\} \).
2. Compute observation potential \( \psi_o(x_{ti}, y_{ti}) \) for each tracklet and \( \psi_o(x_{ai}, y_{ai}) \) activity segment using the baseline classifiers.
3. Initialize hierarchical MRF \( G \) containing \( p \) tracklets and \( q \) activity segments. Perform L1-regularized structure learning to learn a set of sparse edges representing contextual information.
4. **E-Step:** Run inference to generate posteriori and labels for all nodes \( l_{new} \).
5. **M-Step:** Re-compute association potential using current labels \( l_{new} \).
   - Solve Equation 14 using the revised potential and re-compute tracks \( f(\text{new}) \).
6. Compute new localization using \( f_{new} \). Re-build graph.
7. Repeat the EM algorithm until \( l_{old} = l_{new} \parallel n_{iter} = \text{max}_{iter} \).
8. Output tracks \( T(f) \) and current labels for \( \{x_{a1}, x_{a2} \ldots x_{an}\} \).

The algorithm uses a hierarchical MRF to model the association potential between tracklets and activity segments. The EM algorithm is used to iteratively update the activity labels and the association potential between tracklets.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Dataset

The goal of our approach is to demonstrate bi-directional processing for tracking and activity recognition in continuous videos. Therefore, we perform experimentation on long duration realistic videos. We evaluate our system on two challenging, realistic datasets containing long duration activities:

1) The UCLA office dataset and 2) VIRAT ground dataset [17].

The UCLA office dataset [18] consists of indoor and outdoor videos of single and two-person activities. Here, we perform experiments on the lab scene containing close to 35 minutes of video captured with a single fixed camera in a room. We work on 10 single person activities: 1 - enter room, 2 - exit room, 3 - sit down, 4 - stand up, 5 - work on laptop, 6 - work on paper, 7 - throw trash, 8 - pour drink, 9 - pick phone, 10 - place phone. The first half of the data is used for training and the second half for testing. Each activity occurs 6 to 15 times in the dataset.

The VIRAT dataset is a state-of-the-art activity dataset with many challenging characteristics, such as wide variation in the activities and a high amount of clutter and occlusion. We work on the parking lot videos involving single vehicle activities, person and vehicle interactions, and people interactions. The length of the videos vary between 2 – 15 minutes and contain up to 30 activities in a video. For every scene, the first half is used for training and the second half for testing.

We perform two sets of experiments on the VIRAT dataset, one on Release 1 and the other on Release 2 of the data. For Release 1, there are 6 activities which are annotated: 1 - loading, 2 - unloading, 3 - open trunk, 4 - close trunk, 5 - enter vehicle, 6 - exit vehicle. In release 2, additional 5 activities have been added: 7 - person carrying an object, 8 - person gesturing, 9 - person running, 10 - person entering facility and 11 - person exiting facility.

For both datasets, we perform two sets of experiments, one with the dense graphical model (without L1-regularized learning) and the other with the sparse graphical model. The dense model assumes that all nodes within a pre-defined distance of each other are connected by an edge.

B. Methodology

We used the Space-Time Interest Points (STIP) from [2] as the features for our experiments. The object attributes used in this approach are the same as in [32]. The detection of activity segments is performed using a sliding window approach. We use windows of two sizes (60 and 90 frames) with 50% overlap on the pre-computed tracks. The activity classifier used is STIP along with multi-class SVM which has been used to compute the observation potential. The output of the activity classifiers run over the sliding windows provide recognition scores. These scores are then used to group regions into activity segments.

During training, we normalize all distances with respect to the scale of the video to make the approach invariant to scale. A threshold was set on the spatio-temporal distance between activities to initiate the dense graph. We used the distance threshold as a bounding box of 4 times the average dimensions of the person in the scene and a time threshold of 20 seconds. These values have been fixed experimentally. The graphical model is constructed on individual activity sequences. The regularization parameters experimentally determined where \( \lambda_a = 3, \lambda_b = 3, \lambda_{tf} = 4 \).

To evaluate the accuracy of activity recognition, if there is more than a 40% overlap in the spatiotemporal region of a detected activity as compared to the ground truth and the labeling corresponds to the ground truth labeling, the recognition is assumed to be correct. Some examples of data which were correctly identified using our approach while incorrectly identified using a dense graphical model are shown in Figure 7.

C. Results on UCLA office dataset

For the UCLA dataset, we consider the single person activities. Comparison of the overall accuracy of our approach to [18] is shown in Table I. In [18], activity localization was assumed to be known. With simultaneous tracklet association and recognition - a significantly harder problem we get improved performance. The table shows the overall accuracy obtained with the dense graph (without L1-regularization) as well as with the sparse graph. It can be seen that the results have improved with the introduction of sparsity. This can be attributed to a better structure that captures the important spatiotemporal context potential between the tracklets for all hypotheses and recompute the flow variables using equation 14. This can be solved as described in Section IV-B.

The overall algorithm of our proposed method is explained in Algorithm 1.
contextual relationships. The details of events which have been classified in this data and the accuracy of recognition for each event have not been provided by the authors. Therefore, we provide per-event comparison to the baseline classifier, which is the Bag-of-Words. The values of precision and recall with and without L1-regularization are shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that the use of HMRF increases the recognition accuracy as compared to BOW in most cases.

### D. Results on VIRAT dataset using dense graph

The classification results on VIRAT release 1 data using the dense graph is shown in Figure 5 and the results on VIRAT release 2 data is shown in Figure 6. Here, in addition to providing comparison with BOW, we also provide comparison against two recent approaches [1] and [31]. Authors in [31] utilize spatiotemporal context, while the authors in [1] utilize sum-product networks on low level features to localize foreground objects and label activities. However, both these approaches divide the video into shorter duration time clips for analysis. There is an improvement on using the HMRF as against the baseline classifiers (BOW). Our results are comparable to that in [1] and [31]. Although the overall accuracy is slightly lower with our approach, we consider the joint labeling of activities and tracking in our approach which is necessary for continuous videos, whereas the other methods deal with the labeling problem. Table II and III show the overall precision and recall values on VIRAT release 1 and release 2 data respectively using the dense graph. Figures 5 and 6 show comparison with [31] only since the recognition scores of individual activities are not given in [1].

### E. Results on VIRAT dataset with sparse graph

The classification results on VIRAT release 1 data using L1-regularization is shown in Figure 8. The overall precision and recall values with structure learning for VIRAT release 1 and comparison with recent approaches [8] and [32] is provided in Table IV. It can be seen that the performance of our approach is better than the recent state-of-the-art methods for most activities. The overall performance is also better than that achieved with the dense graph shown in Table II. This
improvement can be attributed to the improvement in structure, which captures the relationships across activities effectively.

Similarly, we compute the sparse graphical model and the activity recognition scores for VIRAT release 2 dataset consisting of 11 activities. The precision and recall values obtained are shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that our approach performed better than the current state-of-the-art methods. The overall accuracy of our method and other recent approaches is shown in Table V. Again, it can be seen that the use of sparse graph gives significant improvement in the overall accuracy (as compared to Table III).

\[\text{Overall Precision} = \frac{\text{Precision}}{\text{Number of Activities}} \]

\[\text{Overall Recall} = \frac{\text{Recall}}{\text{Number of Activities}} \]

\[\text{Overall accuracy} = \frac{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}}{2} \]

**F. Structure Discovery**

The sparse structure discovered by the L1-regularized learning for the parameters \( w_{ij} \) of an edge for VIRAT release 1 is shown in Figure 10 a). The structure represents the contextual relationships modeled in a parameter \( w_k \). It can be seen that 9 relationships out of 15 possible combinations of 6 activities were retained. In addition, it was also observed that the connections learnt could be intuitively justified as the contextual relationships between activities that are often observed in the training data. For example, loading and unloading are often related to opening and closing the trunk. These edges of the graph were retained, while some others, such as the edge connecting loading to unloading was deleted. Only about 32.9% of the parameters were non-zero in the resulting model. The histogram of computed parameters is shown in Figure 10 b). We also demonstrate the sparse graph obtained by structure discovery in an activity sequence from VIRAT release 1 in Figure 11. A dense graphical model was constructed by adding an edge between every two nodes which had a spatio-temporal distance of less than half the maximum separation between activities in the sequence. After L1-regularization, those edges whose parameters have been set to zero were deleted resulting in a better representation of contextual information.

For the 11 activities of VIRAT release 2, we demonstrate the contextual relationships captured in the parameter matrix \( w \) in Figure 12 a). Again, it was seen that our approach captured the contextual relationships which seemed most intuitive. For example, the activity running was mostly associated with people entering/exiting the facility or exiting a vehicle and opening a trunk. These relationships are seen in the resulting graph. The histogram of the computed parameters is also shown in Figure 12 b). From the histogram, it is evident that the parameters are very sparse, thereby eliminating edges of the graph. For one sequence of activities containing 7 meaningful activities,
Fig. 9. The figure shows the precision and recall obtained on the VIRAT release 2 dataset with our approach. Comparison has been shown to the performance of baseline classifier BOW [2] as well as Zhu et al [32]. The activities are listed in Section V-A.

Fig. 10. The figure on the left shows the sparse contextual relationships discovered by L1-regularized learning on VIRAT 1 dataset. The edges corresponding to parameters which are set to zero have been deleted from the graph. The bar graph on the right shows the histogram of obtained sparse parameters.

Fig. 11. For an activity sequence from VIRAT release 1 containing 5 activities, we show the sparse graphical model obtained after L1-regularized learning of parameters.

Fig. 12. Figure a) shows the sparse structure of the graph discovered by L1-regularized learning on 11 activities of VIRAT 2 dataset. The edges corresponding to parameters which are set to zero have been deleted from the graph. Figure b) shows the histogram of the learned parameters $w$. From the histogram, it can be seen that $w$ is sparse. The activity labels are the same as in Figure 9.

Fig. 13. For an activity sequence from VIRAT release 2 containing 7 activities, we show the sparse graphical model obtained after L1-regularized learning of parameters.

The resulting sparse graph after structure discovery is shown in Figure 13. About 31.3% of the parameters were retained after the L1-regularized learning.

G. Tracking results on VIRAT release 2

Two examples of tracking results are shown in Figure 14. In the first case, we have a sequence of activities performed by a single person in the presence of occlusion. While the absence of context terminates the track due to the presence of occlusion, the presence of feedback detects that a trunk has been opened and it is very likely that the same person would close the trunk. Therefore, track is not terminated. Similarly, the second example shows two persons loading a trunk. While there is an error in the tracks in the absence of feedback, it is seen that the addition of feedback takes into account the fact that the person getting out of the vehicle is very likely to
In this paper, we have presented a method which can perform tracking, localization and recognition of activities in continuous sequences in an integrated framework. The proposed framework uses an initial set of tracks for analysis of activities using a two-level hierarchical Markov random field. The lower nodes of the graph denote tracklets and the upper nodes denote activities. Spatio-temporal contextual relationships between activities and the influence of tracks on them has been modeled using the graph. The activity labels obtained in the bottom-up processing are in turn, are used to correct the errors in tracking in a top-down approach. We have demonstrated that the L1-regularized learning of parameters is a good substitute to alternate methods such as greedy forward search. The resulting graph was sparse and intuitively picked those edges which gave improved recognition scores as compared to the dense graph. The biologically inspired bi-directional processing is shown to be effective in improving the accuracy of tracking as well as activity recognition. This method can be extended to other applications which utilize graphical models for context representation.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a method which can perform tracking, localization and recognition of activities with multiple states that makes exact theoretical calculations on computational complexity very difficult. Also, the structure of the graph varies depending on the sequence. However, it can be said that, with the reduction in the number of edges and the introduction of sparsity, the tree-width as well as the number of loops in the graph is very likely to reduce, thereby achieving a speed-up in the performance. Experimentally, we run the approach on the dense graph (setting all values of λ to zero) and compare the taken for inference on the same set of activities using the sparse graph. Values were computed for 30 sequences containing 5 nodes on Matlab in Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 CPU @2.27GHZ. It was found that inference on the dense graph took 0.1248 seconds while the inference on the sparse graph with roughly 30% of the edges took only 0.0312 seconds. This clearly shows the improvement in speed due to sparsity. In summary, not only do we achieve higher accuracy in the graph discovery process, we do so with an order of magnitude less computational time.
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